
Pretty Good Race T-shirt Sizes

Race t-shirts are usually produced using a generically sized adult t-shirt in the usual sizes: 
Small(S), Medium(M), Large(L), ExtraLarge(XL), ExtraExtraLarge(2XL). I will refer to this type of 
shirt as the UniSex shirt. We usually get the Gildan Brand UniSex shirt for the Pretty Good Race.

If you are unsure of your t-shirt size, please see Charlotte Yano in GHC 6027 (yano@cs.cmu.edu
or <<tel: 412-268-7656>>) generally during regular business hours: M, Tu, W, Th, F 9am-5pm
Charlotte has sample sizes of the shirts.They should be in a brown paper bag marked "PGR 
UniSex Shirts."  Note that these are just samples and are not the color we are going to get for this
year.

If you can’t figure out your shirt size before the Sept 2 race day, see Charlotte the week after
the race and let me (kalp@cs.cmu.edu) know what size you want. Please let me know if you
need more time beyond Sept 9 to see Charlotte about your shirt size. I want to place the shirt
order on Sept 12 but could wait a bit longer if necessary. Contact me (kalp@cs.cmu.edu) if you
have any questions or need more time to see Charlotte.

Women can also select SuperSmall on the entry form for their Pretty Good Race t-shirt size if
the UniSex Small is still too big:

For some women the Small in the regular UniSex sizes is still much too big. In the past I have
also been able to get shirts made for women and cut very small: the Bella 1001 and the Gildan 
SoftStyle 64000L. These shirts come in Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large and all these sizes 
are smaller than the UniSex Small shirts.Thus you should definitely try on the Bella and the 
Gildan SoftStyle shirts before ordering it to make sure the size you're thinking of is not too small 
for you. They should be in a brown paper bag marked "PGR Women's Shirts." I have also 
included in that bag a regular UniSex Small for comparison. There is a bathroom near Charlotte's 
office if you need a place to try them on.

If you are going to get the Bella or the Gildan SoftStyle shirt, please circle "SuperSmall" on the 
race entry form and indicate which shirt you want and the size. If you don't get a chance to check 
the sample shirts till after the race, then circle "SuperSmall" on the form and you can determine in
the week after the race whether you want the Bella, the Gildan SoftStyle, or decide to just go with 
the UniSex shirt. You can then send me (kalp@cs.cmu.edu) email with your decision. 

Here is the link to the Bella shirt (it is either this one or the v-neck version) I've gotten before:
      https://www.bellacanvas.com/product/1001/Womens-Baby-Rib-Short-Sleeve-Tee.html

Here is the link to the SoftStyle shirt I've gotten before:
      https://www.gildanbrands.com/en-us/gildan-64000l?colorSku=64000L_GIL_051_2XL

One further caveat is that I never know whether the vendor will be able to get the Bella or 
SoftStyle shirts. Thus if you are getting one of these, you may want to tell me the size for your 
first preference and the size for your second preference since the Bella and SoftStyle sizes are 
not exactly the same. 

The color for the shirts this year is not yet determined but I will try to pick a color that most closely
matches the color we get for Unisex sizes.

For anyone else who has other shirt sizing difficulties or special needs, please let me know and I 
will see what is possible.

Thanks,
Dirk   kalp@cs.cmu.edu


